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ACROSS
1 No more, no less
7 Co-creator of

52-Down
13 Remark by

somebody
emerging from a
fog

14 "Ready as I'll ever
be"

15 Spots for actors,
e.g.

16 "Anything but that"
17 Whack or crack
18 All of the members

of [insert opposing
political party],
obviously

20 A bale press is part
of one

21 Org. that went
through four War
Secretaries in 19
months

22 One may look to get
under your skin

23 What one may be
dubbed

24 Not wanting to be
disturbed, say

26 Like any negative,
to any positive

27 Tried to cycle faster,
in a way

28 "OK, we can take
your calls now"

31 Negative result of
new-school
thinking?

35 Small one-shot
KGB-issued
firearms also
named "the kiss of
death"

36 Littrell of the
Backstreet Boys

39 Some people lie
under cover to get
them

40 Big ol' klutzes
41 Measurement units

on X-ray machines
42 Cryotherapy target
43 Average average

indication

44 Name whose
second letter seems
like it "fits"
perfectly between
its first and third
when written in all
caps

45 One may go
through the
wringer

47 Long red line on a
map app

48 Squeezing
machines that
comfort
touch-sensitive
people on the
autism spectrum

50 Collision guard on a
car's front end, in
Aussie slang

53 Human-shaped
board game pieces

54 Be at the periphery
of

55 Guys who'd rather
have a seat?

56 How one retreats
from rutting
moose?

DOWN
1 Infamous 2006

leaker of search
histories

2 Cause trouble for
the sake of causing
trouble

3 It's frequently felt
with an aura

4 Off in complexion
5 Accident insurance,

in a way
6 "You got it, lady",

but a bit more
politely

7 It can precede the
word "I", seemingly
ungrammatically

8 Bad thing to grade
papers with

9 Some delivery
workers, for short

10 Source of
frustration for the
narrator in the
Steely Dan hit "Hey
Nineteen"

11 Kid who's a spitting
image

12 Hashed out?
14 Beautifully become
16 Salute order to

gun-bearing
soldiers

19 Settings for some
elaborate murders

21 Something pulled
on a field

23 "You belong here"
25 Some of them have

"superbottles"
located under their
frunks (I swear I'm
not making up any
words in this clue)

26 Light on one's
27-Down

27 See 26-Down
29 Word with guard or

bone
30 Developer's

products, informally
32 Car-phone

connection, for
short

33 Prayer, in modern
slang

34 "Actioni contrariam
semper et
aequalem _____
reactionem"
(Newton's third law
of motion, as he
wrote it)

36 Deity born from a
golden egg

37 Broadway's "Fosse"
and others

38 Some texts,
ironically

42 Like Icarus' wings
45 Extra small thing?
46 Very front of a liner
47 Makes sure one

doesn't forget later,
in a way

49 EKG or musical
tempo stat, for
short

51 "Ah _____!" (French
"That's it!")

52 Orphan from the
planet Jakku


